










































The Nature of Transformation Processing of the Equal Note Value 
Tone Sequences: An Experimental Study Using Transposing 
Instrument
　　This study conducted an experimental investigation of the 
nature of cognitive procedures involved in the transformation of pitch 
heights of equal note value. For the purpose of the study, a piano was 
employed as the instrument playing the actual sound and a clarinet 
was used as the transposing instrument. Participants were asked 
to play a musical score comprising only of quarter notes either on 
the piano or on the clarinet. The results of the experiment revealed 
that the musical score and the musical instrument influenced each 
other. However, no difference was observed between playing an 
actual pitch of musical score on the transposing instrument and 
playing a transposed musical score on the instrument designated to 
play the actual pitch. The findings thus demonstrate that the mental 
process of transposition does not evince an asymmetric relation. In 
terms of dual task processing theory, these results suggest that a 
player can devote cognitive resources to the administration of pitch 
height transformations without engaging in the metrical organization 
process. Future studies should elucidate more precisely the nature 
of the mental practices involved in transposition through the 
modification of the methods of presenting a pitch height.
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